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FOLLOW MY ZEN  tourism service providers

Mobile : +33 (0)6 12 92 24 56
34000 MONTPELLIER
Email : contact@followmyzen.com
Site internet : https://followmyzen.com/
  
Follow My Zen is a tailor-made high-end tour and travel agency. We suggest you the discovery of the best experiences
around Montpellier, in an immersive, refined and authentic way.
Your travel designer is also your private chauffeur. He is a professional passionated of his territory. To be as close as
possible to your desires, he will guide you from the creation to the realization of your excursion or travel and will lead
you to the most beautiful experiences on board a Mercedes V-Class Van, the reference of luxury transport. Private
conciergerie and an exclusive service are included.
Our goal is to make you live a unique moment to discover a territory rich in emotions, where a simple and generous art
of living is cultivated.
 

 

 
 
Location : In the town centre, Montpellier - Petite Camargue

Languages spoken : English - Spanish

 
Activity
Activity: exclusive authentic tours

Specialities: tailor-made high-end excursions / creation of unique events

Activities : 
- Tour operator and travel service provider

Speciality : 
- business travel
- leisure travel
- pleasure travel
- individual travel
- cultural tourism

 
Example packages
THAU LAGOON : 
<p>- <span>Duration : 6:30

- Valid : All the year

- Prices : from 740 € based on a minimum of 2 people (reductions for travel organisers 5 %)

SAINT LOUP PEAK : 
<p>- <span>Duration : 6:30
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- Valid : All the year

- Prices : from 890 € based on a minimum of 2 people (reductions for travel organisers 5 %)

HERAULT GORGES : 
<p>- <span>Duration : 8 hours

- Valid : All the year

- Prices : from 990 € based on a minimum of 2 people (reductions for travel organisers 5 %)

 
Legal status
Immatriculation Atout France : IM 034 21 0003


